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We extend recent results of Adler, Kitchens & Shub, Parry, and Parry & Pollicott on the stable ergodicity and
mixing of toral extensions to skew extensions by compact connected Lie groups. We show that Ho¨lder continuous
extensions by a compact Lie group over a hyperbolic attractor are generically stably ergodic. If the group is
compact semisimple, then Ho¨lder continuous extensions over hyperbolic sets are generically stably ergodic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that ' is a smooth diffeomorphism of the compact manifold M. Let "LM be
closed and '-invariant. In certain circumstances, there may exist naturally defined
measures on " with respect to which 'D" is ergodic or mixing. For example, if " is
a hyperbolic attractor for ' and we take the Sinai—Bowen—Ruelle measure on ", then 'D" is
ergodic and mixing. In this case, ergodicity and mixing persist under C1-perturbations of '.
Similar results are well-known for hyperbolic sets of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. All of these
examples depend on strong hyperbolicity assumptions. It has been asked by Pugh and Shub
[34] whether it is possible to establish openness or stability of ergodicity and mixing in other
contexts. In particular, they have suggested that if hyperbolicity holds transverse to a center
foliation of M (‘‘partial hyperbolicity’’), then generically the system may be stably ergodic.
Results along these lines for volume preserving diffeomorphisms are presented in [17, 34,
36] (see also [5], for partial hyperbolicity, and [23] for recent results on cocycle stability).
A very natural context for partial hyperbolicity is that of skew extensions of hyperbolic
systems by a compact Lie group !. More generally, one might ask about invariant subsets of
!-equivariant dynamical systems which are hyperbolic transverse to the action of ! (see
[12, 13, 15]).
In 1975, Brin [7] proved the genericity of stable ergodicity for compact Lie group
extensions of Anosov diffeomorphisms. Specifically, Brin showed that there was an open
and dense set of transitive compact Lie group extensions of an Anosov diffeomorphism [7,
Theorem 2.2]. Since the base map is Anosov, it follows from [5, Corollary 5.3] that every
transitive extension is Kolmogorov and, a fortiori, ergodic.
More recently, using somewhat different methods, Adler et al. [1] reproved a variant of
Brin’s result that applied to circle extensions of Anosov diffeomorphisms of a torus.
Specifically, they showed that if „ :KnPKn is an Anosov diffeomorphism of the torus Kn,
then there is an open (C0-topology) and dense (C=-topology) subset U of C= (Kn, K) such
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that if f3U then the map „
f
:K]KnPK]Kn, „(k, x)"(k f (x), „x), is ergodic. Following
this result, Parry and Pollicott [32] proved the stability and genericity of mixing for all toral
extensions over subshifts of finite type and for toral extensions of mixing hyperbolic systems
subject to a simple cohomological condition.
In this work, we obtain new results about stability of ergodicity for skew extensions and
invariant sets of equivariant dynamical systems. Suppose first that !"Kn. We show that
the results of Parry and Pollicott extend to general hyperbolic attractors. In addition, we
weaken the cohomological condition required by Parry and Pollicott for general hyperbolic
sets. Next, we show that if ! is a compact connected semisimple Lie group, then stable
ergodicity is generic for !-extensions over general hyperbolic sets (no cohomological
condition) and is equivalent to ergodicity. Our proof depends on recent results on ergodic
components of Ho¨lder continuous skew extensions due to Parry [30] and Parry and
Pollicott [33], together with a stability result on topological generators for compact
connected semisimple Lie groups. Modulo these results, the proof of genericity of stable
ergodicity in the semisimple case is, perhaps surprisingly, much easier than the proof in the
Abelian case. As a consequence of our main results, we obtain the stability and genericity of
ergodicity and mixing for general extensions by compact connected Lie groups, subject only
to certain restrictions in the Abelian case when the hyperbolic system is not representable as
an attractor. We also obtain the corresponding results for principal bundle extensions. In
a final section, we include some remarks and results on stable ergodicity for invariant sets of
!-equivariant dynamical systems, where ! is not necessarily connected. We conclude with
an example of a circle extension over a non-uniformly hyperbolic base.
Our results are all proved in the context of group extensions over general hyperbolic
sets. Recently, Burns and Wilkinson [9] have proved stable ergodicity results for volume
preserving (but not necessarily equivariant) perturbations of group extensions over Anosov
diffeomorphisms. The approach of Burns and Wilkinson is along the lines of the Pugh and
Shub program. In particular, since they do not assume that perturbations are equivariant,
the center foliation of the perturbed system need not (and typically will not) be differenti-
able. Conversely, since our hyperbolicity conditions on the base are open, the results we
present in this paper, hold under general equivariant perturbations of the extension pro-
vided that we allow for the appropriate variation of Ho¨lder continuous equilibrium
measures on the base.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Skew products—group extensions
Let ! be a compact topological group and let h denote Haar measure on !.
Suppose that / :"P" is a measure preserving transformation of the measure space
(", j). Let f : "P! be measurable. We define the h]j-measure preserving transformation
/
f
: !]"P!]" by
/
f
(c, x)"(c f (x), /(x) ), (c3!, x3").
We refer to /
f
as a skew product transformation with skewing map f. The map f is referred to
as a cocycle and /
f
as a !-extension of /.
We remark that if ! acts on !]" by g (c, x)"(gc, x), then /
f
is !-equivariant.
Skew extensions have been studied by many authors in various contexts. In this work
our primary interest lies in the case where " is a hyperbolic set of a smooth diffeomorphism,
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/ preserves an equilibrium measure m on ", cocycles are smooth (or at least continuously
differentiable) and ! is a compact connected Lie group.
2.2. Hyperbolic sets
Let ' be a smooth (that is, C=) diffeomorphism of the compact Riemannian manifold
M. We recall that "LM has a hyperbolic structure with respect to ' if there is a continuous
„'-invariant splitting Es=Eu of „"M and constants C’0, j’1 such that for all n3N
we have
(u)E„'n (v)E*CjnEvE, v3Eu,
(s)E„'~n (v)E*CjnEvE, v3Es.
We say that "LM is maximal and isolated if there exists an open neighborhood ” of
" such that every compact '-invariant subset ‰L” is contained in ".
Definition 2.2.1. We say that " is a hyperbolic basic set for ' if
(1) " has a hyperbolic structure.
(2) " is maximal and isolated.
(3) ': "P" is transitive.
(4) " is not a periodic orbit of '.
We recall that if " is a hyperbolic basic set, then periodic points are dense in ". If " has
a hyperbolic structure then " is maximal and isolated if and only if " has a local product
structure. We generally assume that / : "P" is topologically mixing. It then follows that
/ is measure theoretically mixing relative to any fixed Ho¨lder equilibrium measure on
" (see [3, 31]).
In general, if we are given a homeomorphism / of a compact metric space ", we say /:
"P", or just ", is hyperbolic if we can represent " as a hyperbolic basic set of some smooth
diffeomorphism ' : MPM with /"'D". We say that " is a hyperbolic attractor if we
can represent " as a hyperbolic attractor for some smooth diffeomorphism ' : MPM. We
remark that non-trivial subshifts of finite type cannot be represented as hyperbolic
attractors.
Henceforth, we shall suppose that / :"P" is hyperbolic and regard "LM and
/"'D", where ' is a smooth diffeomorphism of the compact Riemannian manifold M.
We say that a map defined on " is smooth if it is the restriction of a smooth map defined on
some neighborhood of " in M. We let C=(", R) denote the space of smooth R-valued
functions on ".
Remark 2.2.2. Our assumption that ' is C= is harmless. All our results continue to hold
if we work within the class of Cr-maps, r*1. Indeed, much of our analysis will be done in
the framework of Ho¨lder continuous extensions.
2.3. Ho( lder continuous maps
Let " be a hyperbolic set contained in some Riemannian manifold M. Let d denote the
metric on " induced from the Riemannian metric on M.
Let a3 (0, 1) and Ca(", R) denote the space of Ho¨lder continuous R-valued maps on ".
More precisely, f3Ca(", !), if there exists a C*0 such that
D f (x)!f (y) D)Cd(x, y)a, (x, y3").
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We shall be particularly interested in Ho¨lder continuous maps on " taking values in
a compact Lie group !. In this situation, we assume that ! has a metric o which is invariant
under left and right translation by elements of !. (Average any Riemannian metric for
! over !]!, where !]! acts on ! by (c, g)g"cgg~1.) The space Ca(", !) consists of maps
f : "P! such that there exists C’0 such that for all x, y3", o ( f (x), f (y) ) Cd(x, y)a.
2.4. Sufficient conditions for ergodicity of skew extensions
We start by recalling a result of Keynes and Newton giving necessary and sufficient
conditions for the ergodicity of a general compact group extension. As usual, h denotes
Haar measure on !.
THEOREM 2.4.1 (Keynes and Newton [21, Section 2]). ‚et / : XPX be an ergodic
transformation of the probability space (X, j). ‚et ! be a compact ‚ie group and f : XP! be
j-measurable. „hen /
f
:!]XP!]X is h]j-ergodic if and only if for all non-trivial
irreducible unitary representations R :!P”(d) of !, the equation
R( f (x))w (x)"w (/(x)), a.e. x, (2.1)
has no non-trivial measurable solution w :XPCd.
From the point of view of applications to (differentiable) dynamics, it is natural to
assume that the maps / and f in Theorem 2.4.1 are differentiable or continuous and ask if it
is possible to strengthen Theorem 2.4.1 so as to require that ergodicity fails only if (2.1) has
solutions lying in some class of continuous functions. Regularity results of this type were first
obtained by Livs\ ic for Anosov diffeomorphisms [27, Theorem 2] and [28, Theorem 9].
Recently, Parry has proved Livs\ ic regularity theorems for the case when / :XPX is an
(abstract) subshift of finite type, j is an equilibrium measure, and the skewing map f satisfies
a Lipschitz condition [30, Theorem 4.3]. Using Markov partitions and Parry’s regularity
theorem for subshifts, Parry and Pollicott [32] obtain the following Livs\ ic regularity
theorem for compact Lie group extensions over a hyperbolic set.
THEOREM 2.4.2 (Parry and Pollicott [32, Proposition 8]). ‚et ! be a compact ‚ie group
and / : "P" be hyperbolic. Fix an equilibrium measure m on " and a3(0, 1). If f3Ca(", !)
and /
f
:!]"P!]" is not ergodic, then there exists a nontrivial irreducible unitary
representation R :!P”(d) of ! and non-zero w3Ca(", Cd) such that
R ( f (x))w(x)"w (/(x) ). (2.2)
Proof. An explicit proof is not given in [32]. However, the ‘‘push-down’’ method used to
prove Theorem 2 [32] may easily be adapted to extend Parry’s result for subshifts of finite
type to hyperbolic sets. h
Remark 2.4.3. If !"Kn, the case of most interest to us here, we can rewrite (2.2) in
multiplicative form [29, 20]. Specifically, if f"( f
1
,2 , fn)3Ca(", Kn) then /f is not ergodic
if there exist integers k
1
,2 , kn, not all zero, and F3Ca(", K), such that F°//F"f
k
1
1 2f
k
n
n
.
2.5. The Bruschlinsky group
Let X be a connected topological space. Let H1(X, Z) denote the Bruschlinsky group of
all homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to the unit circle K [19, Ch. II, Section 7].
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That is, if we let N0(X, K) denote the subgroup of null homotopic maps, then
H1 (X, Z)"C0(X, K)/N0(X, K). We remark the elementary fact that H1 (X, Z) is torsion
free (if f p : XPK is homotopically trivial, p’1, so is f ). If X is paracompact, then H1 (X, Z)
is isomorphic to the first C[ ech cohomology group H[ 1(X, Z) of X (see, e.g. [26, Theorem 2]).
We write f\g if f, g3C0 (X, K) are homotopic. More generally, if f, g3C0(X, Kn) we
write f\g if f
i
\g
i
, 1)i)n.
Now suppose that / : "P" is hyperbolic. Since every continuous map in C0 (", K) is
homotopic to a map in C= (", K), H1 (", Z):C= (", K)/N=(", K). Since the group
N=(", K) is divisible, we may choose a subgroup %LC= (", K) of representatives of
cohomology classes. Thus,
%:H1(", Z):C= (", K)/N=(", K).
If we choose base points j
0
3", 13K, we may choose % so that every element of % maps
j
0
3" to 13K.
For every f3N=(", K), we can choose l
f
3C=(", R) such that
f"exp(2pıl
f
). (2.3)
(Note that the map f>l
f
will not be a homomorphism unless we work within a category of
pointed spaces.)
Let /* denote the homomorphism induced on H1(", Z) by /. Since %:H1 (", Z), /*
induces a homomorphism /*% : %P%.
Since % is a homomorphism, it follows that we have a unique homomorphism
%PC=(", R), F>r
F
, and map %P[0, 1), F>c
F
, such that
/*(F)"/*% (F) exp(2nı(rF#cF) ), rF (j0)"0, (F3%). (2.4)
Remarks 2.5.1. (1) Associated to F>c
F
, we have an induced homomorphism %PR/Z.
If j
0
is a fixed point of /, then c
F
"0, all F3%. (2) Both (2.3) and (2.4) continue to hold if we
replace smooth everywhere by Cr or Ca. (3) Our final results are independent of the choice of
%, modulo functions in N= (", K ). That is, everything could just as well be expressed in
terms of H1(", Z) and N= (", K).
2.6. A finiteness theorem for attractors
We recall that the rank of an abelian group (or Z-module) G is equal to the maximal
cardinality of an integrally independent subset of G. For example, if " is the classical dyadic
solendoid, then H1(", Z )"Z[1/2] and so rank(H1(", Z))"1.
THEOREM 2.6.1. If / : "P" is a hyperbolic attractor, then H1(", Z) has finite rank.
Proof. By definition, we may represent " as a hyperbolic attractor of some smooth
diffeomorphism ' : MPM. Since "LM is an attractor, we may choose a closed neighbor-
hood ‰ of " in M such that '(‰)Linterior(‰ ) and Y
n*0
'n(‰)"". Moreover, we may
suppose that ‰ is a smooth manifold with boundary.
Let c
1
,2, ck3% be integrally independent. By Tietze’s extension theorem, we may
extend c
1
,2 , ck as continuous maps to some open neighborhood ” of "LM. For some
N*0, 'N (‰)L” and so certainly c
1
,2 , ck extend to 'N(‰). The extensions are obvious-
ly integrally independent and so it follows that
k)rank(H1 ('N (‰ ), Z))"rank(H1(‰, Z )).
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Hence rank(%) rank(H1(‰, Z)). Since ‰ is a compact manifold with boundary,
rank(H1 (‰, Z))(R. The result follows since H1(", Z):%. h
Remark 2.6.2. Suppose that / : "P" is hyperbolic and " is connected. We conjecture
that
(H1) rank(H1 (", Z))(R.
Our main results apply to hyperbolic sets satisfying (H1). Indeed, it suffices that
(H2) rank(ker(/*!I ))(R.
Obviously (H1)N(H2). See [10] for an example of a hyperbolic attractor for which
rank(ker(/*!I) )’0. Note that it is easy to construct examples of disconnected hyper-
bolic sets for which (H1) fails (for example, take the product of a subshift of finite type with
a hyperbolic attractor with non-vanishing first cohomology group).
3. STABLE ERGODICITY AND MIXING FOR TORAL EXTENSIONS
In this section we shall prove genericity of stable ergodicity and stable mixing for a large
class of toral extensions over connected hyperbolic sets.
3.1. Stable ergodicity
Let / : "P" be hyperbolic. Given f"( f
1
,2, fn) : "PKn, let /f :Kn]"PKn]" be
the skew extension defined by
/f (x, (c1,2, cn))"( (c1 f1 (x),2, cn fn(x) ), / (x)).
THEOREM 3.1.1. Assume that rank(ker(/*!I ))(R and " is connected. „here is an
open (C0-topology) and dense (C=-topology) subset U of C= (", Kn) such that for all f3U,
/f is ergodic.
For simplicity of notation, we give the proof of Theorem 3.1.1 when n"2. All our
arguments extend trivially to general n*1.
If g, f3%, we let Sg, fT denote the subgroup of % generated by g, f.
Throughout this section, we regard a3 (0, 1) as fixed.
LEMMA 3.1.2. Suppose that g
1
, g
2
3% and Sg
1
, g
2
TW (/*%!I )%"M1N. „hen for all
f3Ca(", K2) such that f\(g
1
, g
2
), /f is stably ergodic.
Proof. It suffices to prove that /f is ergodic since if f@ is close to f then f\f @ and so by the
same result it would follow that /f@ is ergodic.
Suppose that /f is not ergodic. It follows from Theorem 2.4.2 that for some (k, l )O(0, 0)
there exists a non-trivial continuous solution F to the equation
F° //F"f k1 f
l
2
.
But f k
1
f l
2
\gk
1
gl
2
and so gk
1
gl
2
3 (/*%!I)%. Contradiction. h
It remains to consider the case where the conditions of Lemma 3.1.2 are not satisfied.
Given g, f3%, let »I g, f denote the vector subspace of C= (", R) spanned by MrF D (/*%!I)
F3Sg, fTN. Since the map F>r
F
is a homomorphism, it follows that dim(»I g, f) 2#
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rank(ker(/*!I) ) . Let »g, f denote the linear sum of »I g, f and the space of locally constant
functions on ". Since " is assumed connected, dim(»g, f)"1#dim(»I g, f) .
We let Ba denote the space of coboundaries defined by
Ba"Mu °/!u Du3Ca(", R)N .
We recall that it follows from Livs\ ic’s periodic point theorem [22, Section 19.2], that Ba is
closed in the C0-topology on Ca(", R). Hence »g,f#Ba is a closed subspace in the
C0-topology on Ca(", R). We let BM = denote the closure in C= (", R) (C=-topology) of the
smooth coboundaries B=. Since Ba is closed in Ca (", R), it follows that every g3BM = may be
written g"u °/!u, where u is (Ho¨lder) continuous.
For u, v3Ca(", R), let R(u, v) denote the subspace spanned by u, v.
LEMMA 3.1.3. Given f"( f, g)3Ca(", K2), write f"g exp(2pıu), g"f exp(2pıv), where
g, f3% and u, v3Ca(", R). „hen /f is ergodic if
R(u, v)W (»g, f#Ba )"M0N . (3.5)
Proof. If /f is not ergodic, it follows from Theorem 2.4.2 that we can find F3Ca(", K)
and k, l3N, (k, l )O(0, 0) , such that
F °//F"f kgl. (3.6)
Writing F"c exp(2pıs), where c3%, we have
F ° //F"
/*% (c) exp(2pı(rc#cc))
c
exp(2pı(s °/!s)),
"gkfl exp(2pı(ku#lv)).
Hence
(/*%!I )c"gkf
l
N#rc#cc#s °/!s"ku#lv
where N3Z is constant (" is connected). Since RL»g, f, we see that
ku#lv3»g, f#Ba.
Consequently, if R(u, v)W(»g, f#Ba)"M0N, /f is ergodic. h
Remark 3.1.4. Note that if (3.5) fails, it is possible for there to be no solutions to (3.6). In
this case /f will be unstably ergodic.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, it suffices to show that the pairs
(u, v)3C= (", R)2 satisfying (3.5) determine an open and dense subset of C= (", R)2. This is
a straightforward general position argument, the main ingredient of which is the following
lemma.
LEMMA 3.1.5. „he space C=(", R)/BM = is infinite dimensional.
Proof. If C= (", R)/BM = is finite dimensional, then there exist linearly independent
f
1
,2 , fl3C= (", R) and linear functionals j1,2, jl : C= (", R)PR, such that every
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g3C=(", R) can be written
g"
l
+
i/1
j
i
(g) f
i
#u °/!u
where u3C0(", R). Integrating g with respect to any invariant measure k on " (in
particular, a periodic point measure), we obtain
P" gdk"
l
+
i/1
j
i
(g)P" fidk.
Hence :" )dk is a linear combination of the functionals j1,2 , jl and so the space of
invariant measures on " is finite dimensional. This is absurd since the periodic point
measures form an infinite linearly independent set of invariant measures. h
LEMMA 3.1.6. „he set
M(u, v)3C= (", R) DR(u, v)W (»g,f#Ba)"M0NN
is open (C0-topology) and dense (C=-topology) in C= (", R)2.
Proof. Openness in the C0-topology follows since »g, f#Ba is closed in the C0-topology.
For density, observe that since R(u, v) and »g, f consists of smooth functions and dim(»g, f) is
bounded above by D"3#rank(ker(/*!I) ), it suffices to prove that the codimension of
BM = in C= (", R) is at least D#1. Apply Lemma 3.1.5. h
Lemmas 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.1.6 together constitute the proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
Remark 3.1.7. If " is not connected, then " has infinitely many components (we are
assuming that / :"P" is mixing). In this case, »g,f will be infinite dimensional and so the
proof of Lemma 3.1.6 breaks down. Our results extend provided that the closure of
»g, f#Ba is of infinite codimension in Ca(", R). Parry and Pollicott have proved this infinite
codimensionality when " is a subshift of finite type [32].
3.2. Stable ergodicityNstable mixing
PROPOSITION 3.2.1. If /
f,g
is stably ergodic then it is stably mixing.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists (k, l )O(0, 0), c3K CM1N, and measurable
F :"PK such that
F °//F"c f kgl.
Choose a sequence (b
n
)LK such that b
n
P13K. For each n, we can choose N(n)3N such
that (cb~k
n
)N (n)"1. Hence for all n
FN(n) °//FN(n)"A
c
bk
n
B
N(n)bkN(n) f kN(n)glN(n)
"(b
n
f )kN(n)glN(n) .
Consequently, by Theorem 2.4.1, /b
n
f, g cannot be ergodic. Letting nPR, (bn f, g)P( f, g),
contradicting the stable ergodicity of /
f,g
. h
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It follows from Proposition 3.2.1 that we can partition extensions into three classes:
Stably ergodic and mixing, unstably ergodic, and not ergodic. Necessarily non-ergodicN
non-mixing. For the special case of circle extensions, it is possible to have unstable
ergodicity, but mixingNstable mixing.
4. EXTENSIONS BY COMPACT CONNECTED SEMISIMPLE LIE GROUPS
In this section, we prove the stability of ergodicity and mixing for extensions by compact
connected semisimple Lie groups. For semisimple Lie groups, we will not need to assume
any topological conditions on ". In particular, we do not assume " is connected.
4.1. Ergodic components
In [6], Brin showed that the ergodic components of a connected Lie group extension by
a transitive Anosov diffeomorphism consisted of smooth closed submanifolds permuted by
the group action. Recently, Parry [30] and Parry and Pollicott [32] have extended Brin’s
result to obtain a regularity theorem for the ergodic components of a Ho¨lder continuous
extension over a subshift or a hyperbolic set.
THEOREM 4.1.1 (Parry [30, Theorem 5.1], Parry and Pollicott [33, Theorem 3]). ‚et
/ :"P" be hyperbolic and f3Ca (", !). „here exists a closed subgroup H of ! and closed H-
and /
f
-invariant subset E of !]" such that
(a) E has the structure of an H-principal Ho¨lder subbundle of !]".
(b) If c3!, then cEWEO0 if and only if c3H. In particular,E"MEq" cE Dc3q3!/HN
defines a partition of !]" into closed sets and the subgroup of ! leaving cE invariant
is cHc~1.
(c) „he set of ergodic components of /
f
equals E. In particular, each /
f
: EqPEq is
ergodic.
Remarks 4.1.2. (1) It follows from Theorem 4.1.1 that /
f
is ergodic if and only if H"!.
(2) In [30, Theorem 5.1] and [32, Theorem 3], it is assumed that " is totally disconnected (a
subshift of finite type). Under this hypothesis, E is isomorphic to the trivial subbundle
H]". Specifically, it is proved that f is cohomologous to an H-valued Ho¨lder map f @. In
order to prove Theorem 4.1.1, the key observation is that the !-orbit of the set E defined in
the proof of Theorem 5.1 [30] (or E
w
in [32, Proposition 9]) defines a partition of !]" into
closed sets. Since there exist local Ho¨lder sections of E, it then follows easily that E has the
structure of an H-principal bundle over ", where H denotes the stabilizer group of E. If
dim(")’0, we have to allow for E to be twisted. Note that in [32] it is remarked that
Theorem 3 has an extension to the case when " is hyperbolic. (3) Just as in [6], Theorem
4.1.1 extends to nontrivial (principal bundle) extensions over " and also, as we show later, to
twisted product extensions. Indeed, in order to prove statement (c) of Theorem 4.1.1, it is
necessary to work within the category of principal !-bundles over ". (4) It is shown in [1]
that for circle extensions over Anosov diffeomorphisms of tori, the bundle E is always
Ho¨lder trivial.
4.2. Continuity lemmas
Suppose that ' : MPM is a smooth diffeomorphism and "LM is a hyperbolic set for
'. Set /"'D". For x3", let …s(x) denote the intersection of the stable manifold of ' at
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x with " (i.e. …s (x) is the stable set of / at x). We similarly define the unstable set …u (x). Let
…s
r
(x)L…s(x) and …u
r
(x), respectively, denote the (closed) local stable and unstable sets of
‘radius’ r’0. Let f3Ca (", !) and /
f
: !]"P!]" denote the associated skew product
transformation.
LEMMA 4.2.1. ‚et r’0. For x3", z3… s
r
(x), f3Ca(", !), define
G
f
(x, z)" lim
n?=
Gn
f
(x, z)
where
Gn
f
(x, z)"(%n~1
i/0
f (/i(x))) (%n~1
i/0
f (/i(z)) )~1.
„hen Gn
f
converges uniformly to G
f
in the sense that given e’0, there exists N"N (e)3N
such that
d (Gn
f
(x, z), G
f
(x, z) ) eD f Da, n*N.
Further, G
f
(x, z) is uniformly continuous in the sense that given e’0, there exists
d"d (e)’0 such that
d (G
f
(x, z), G
f
(x@, z@)) D f Dae,
when d(x, x@), d (z, z@)(d and z@3…s
r
(x@).
Proof. It follows from the !]!-invariance of o that for n*0 we have
o (Gn`1
f
(x, z), Gn
f
(x, z))"o ( f (/n(x) ), f (/n(z))),
)D f Dad (/n(z), /n(x) )a
)C D f Dahna
where C’0 depends only on /, r and 0(h(1 estimates the contraction along …s (x). It
follows that the sequence (Gn
f
(x, z)) is Cauchy, uniformly in f.
The proof of the continuity statement is similar and uses the property
o(ab, cd) o (a, c)#o (b, d), a, b, c, d3!. We omit the straightforward details. h
Remarks 4.2.2. (1) If z3…u
r
(x), we may also define H
f
(x, z) by requiring it to be equal
to Gf ~1(x, z). All the properties we prove for Gf
have obvious counterparts for H
f
.
(2) Obviously, G
f
, H
f
are (uniquely) defined for all r’0. However, we always fix some
choice of r’0 so that the continuity statement of Lemma 4.2.1 is unambiguous.
LEMMA 4.2.3. ‚et f : "P!, x and z be as above. Given e’0, we can find an open
neighborhood U of f in Ca(", !) such that if g3U then
o(G
f
(x, z), G
g
(x, z) )(e.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 4.2.1. We omit details. h
We can use the functions G
f
, H
f
to give a characterization of the local strong stable (and
unstable) foliations of … s(!x) and …u(!x), x3".
LEMMA 4.2.4. Suppose that (c, x)3!]". „hen
(s) …ss
r
(c, x)"M (g, z)3… s
r
(!x) D cG
f
(x, z)"gN .
(u) …uu
r
(c, x)"M(g, z)3…u
r
(!x) D cH
f
(x, z)"gN .
Proof. Both statements follow immediately from the definition of G
f
and H
f
. h
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Suppose that g3Ca(", !), (g, y)3!]". Let Eg
(g,y) denote the unique closed ergodic
component of /
g
through (g, y) given by Theorem 4.1.1. Our final technical result, on local
sections of the bundles of ergodic components, is an extension of a result originally proved
by Brin for extensions over Anosov diffeomorphisms [6].
LEMMA 4.2.5. ‚et x3". „here exists an open neighborhood ” of x and a continuous map
' :!]”]Ca(", !)P!]”, such that for all (c, g)3!]Ca (", !), we have
(a) '(c, x, g)"(c, x),
(b) '(c, ”, g)LEg
(c,x), and
(c) y>'(c, y, g) is a continuous section of Eg
(c,x) over ”.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 [6] and we only sketch the details. Since
" has a local product structure, there is an r’0, a neighborhood ” of x and a continuous
map z :”P” such that for all y3”, the intersection … s
r
(x)W…u(y) consists of the single
point z(y). Let g3Ca(", !). We define the family of continuous !-equivariant maps
'
g
: !]”P!]” by
'
g
(c, y)"(cG
g
(x, z (y)) H~1
g
(y, z (y)), y) ).
Since … ss (c, x), …uu('
g
(c, y), y)LE g
(c,x), it follows that 'g(c, ”)LEg(c,x) all g3Ca (", !),
c3!. Finally, it follows from Lemma 4.2.1 that ' is continuous.
4.3. Proof of the main theorem, ! semisimple
Let ! be a compact connected Lie group. Given c
1
,2 , ck3!, let Sc1,2 , ckT denote the
closure (in !) of the group generated by c
1
,2, ck. In case Sc1,2 , ckT"!, we refer to
c
1
,2, ck as a set of topological generators of !.
We recall that a compact connected Lie group ! is semisimple if the center Z(!) of ! is
finite. It follows from results of Auerbach [2] and Kuranishi [24, 25] that the set *L!2 of
pairs which topologically generate ! is dense in !2. Combined with a result of Goto [18], it
follows from Kuranishi [25] that * is open in !2. In Field [16], it is shown that * is even
Zariski open in !2. (We refer to [16] for details on the Kuranishi—Goto result as well as
other references for density of generators.)
THEOREM 4.3.1. ‚et a3(0, 1). ‚et / : "P" be hyperbolic and ! be semisimple. ‚et U be
the subset of C= (", !) consisting of maps f such that /
f
is ergodic. „hen U is open in the
Ca-topology and dense in the C=-topology. Moreover, every ergodic map /
f
is mixing.
Proof. Let x
0
3" have dense /-orbit. Suppose first that f3U and so (e, x
0
) has dense
/
f
-orbit. Choose c
1
, c
2
3! so that Sc
1
, c
2
T"!. Choose a neighborhood ” of x
0
in " for
which the conditions of Lemma 4.2.5 are satisfied. Let A]B be an open neighborhood of
(c
1
, c
2
) in *. Choose an open neighborhood A
1
of c
1
such that AM
1
LA. Shrinking ” if
necessary, it follows from Lemma 4.2.5 that we may choose a neighborhood … of f in
Ca (", !) and neighborhood »L” of x
0
in " such that if g3… and (g, y)3A
1
]», then
there exists a unique c@3A such that (g, y)3' (c@, ”, g). Since the /
f
-orbit of (e, x
0
) is dense
in !]", there exists N’0 such that /N
f
(e, x
0
)3A
1
]». It follows that there is a point
c@
1
3A such that (c@
1
, x
0
) lies on the ergodic component through /N
f
(e, x
0
). That is,
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(c@
1
, x
0
)3Eg(e,x
0
). Similarly, we may find c@23B such that (c@2, x0)3Eg(e, x0). Since Sc@1, c@2T"!, it
follows that Eg(e,x
0
)"!]" and so /g is ergodic.
Next we prove density. Replacing / by a power of /, it is no loss of generality to suppose
that / has a fixed point, say z
0
. Choose z
1
, z
2
3…u (z
0
)W…s(z
0
) C Mz
0
N with distinct /-orbits.
Set c
0
"e. For i"1, 2, there exist unique g
i
, c
i
3! such that
g
i
z
i
3…uu (c
i~1
, z
0
)W…ss (c
i
, z
0
). (4.7)
Clearly, (c
1
, z
0
), (c
2
, z
0
)3Ef
(e, z0)
W!]Mz
0
N. Hence the isotropy group of Ef
(e, z0)
contains
Sc
1
, c
2
T. We can make an arbitrarily C=-small perturbation f @ of f, supported on small
neighborhoods of z
1
, z
2
, so that the corresponding pair Sc@
1
, c@
2
T"!. Hence U is dense in
C= (", !).
Finally, since ! is semisimple, it follows that if / is mixing and /
f
is ergodic, then /
f
is
automatically weak mixing and therefore mixing by Rudolph’s theorem [35]. h
Remark 4.3.2. Since U is open in the Ca-topology on C= (", !), it follows that Theorem
4.3.1 remains true if we work within the class of Cr or Ho¨lder continuous cocycles.
5. EXTENSIONS BY COMPACT CONNECTED LIE GROUPS
Let ! be compact connected Lie group. We start this section by showing how we can
combine our theorems on skew extensions by abelian and semisimple groups to give results
on skew extensions by general compact connected Lie groups. We conclude by verifying
that all our results extend to extensions by principal bundles.
5.1. Skew extensions
Let / :"P" be hyperbolic. We consider the following conditions on " and !.
(H) " is connected, dim(")O0 and rank(ker(I!/*) )(R.
(Z) dim(")"0 (/ :"P" is a subshift of finite type).
(S) ! is semisimple.
THEOREM 5.1.1. ‚et ! be a compact connected ‚ie group. Suppose that / : "P" is
hyperbolic. Assume that one of the conditions (H,Z,S) holds. „hen /
f
will be ergodic and
mixing for f in a open and dense subset of C= (", !).
Proof. It follows from the theory of compact connected Lie groups that there is a finite
covering homomorphism n :!I P!, where !I is the direct product of a torus Km with
a compact semisimple Lie group „ (see, e.g. [8, Theorem 8.1]). Define A"n (Km]MI
T
N),
S"n(MIKmN]„ ). Obviously, A, S are normal subgroups of !. Moreover, A:Km and S is
semisimple. Let n
S
:!P!/A, n
A
: !P!/S denote the quotient homomorphisms. If we set
!/S"AI , !/A"SI , then AI :Km and SI is semisimple.
If f3C= (", !), we define f
S
"n
S
f3C= (", SI ) and f
A
"n
A
f3C= (", AI ). It follows from
Theorem 4.3.1 that there is an open and dense subsetU
S
of C= (", SI ) such that if f
S
3U
S
then
/f
S
is stably ergodic.
If condition (H) holds, then it follows from Theorem 3.1.1 there is an open and dense
subset U
A
of C= (", AI ) such that /f
A
is stably ergodic for all f
A
3U
A
. It follows from Parry
and Pollicott [32] that the same result is also true if condition (Z) holds.
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Let ULC= (", !) consist of all f such that f
A
3U
A
, f
S
3U
S
. We claim that if f3U then
/
f
is ergodic. Let & be the isotropy group of an ergodic component of /
f
. It follows from
out choice of f that n
A
(&)"AI , n
S
(&)"SI . Since SI is semisimple and AI is a torus it follows
that &"!. Hence /
f
is ergodic.
It remains to prove the openness and density of mixing. We claim that if f3U then /
f
is
mixing. We recall that if /
f
is ergodic then a necessary and sufficient condition for /
f
to be
weak-mixing is that the equation
w (/x)"as( f (x))w (x) a.e. x, (5.8)
where s : !PK is a character and w :"PC is measurable, has only the trivial solution
s the identity character, a"1, and w constant [21]. It follows from [30, 32], that we may
assume solutions w of (5.8) are continuous.
Suppose that f3U. It follows from Proposition 3.2.1 that /f
A
is mixing. Suppose that
w, a, s is a solution to (5.8). Since S is semisimple, sDS is trivial. It follows that s determines
a character s
A
: AI PS1 by s
A
(aS)"s (a), a3A. Hence
w (/x)"as
A
( f
A
(x))w (x), (x3"),
and so s
A
is trivial and a"1. It follows that sDA is trivial and so (5.8) has no nontrivial
solutions. h
5.2. Principal bundle extensions
Suppose that / :"P" is hyperbolic, n : EP" is principal !-bundle over " and
' :EPE is !-equivariant, covering /. As usual we assume that E embeds in a smooth
!-manifold N and that n, and ' are restrictions of smooth maps, defined on some
neighborhood of E in N. Any /-invariant measure m on " lifts to a '-invariant measure on
E which is locally the product of Haar measure on ! with m. Let C=
(
(E) denote the space of
!-equivariant maps ' :EPE which cover / and which extend smoothly to some neighbor-
hood of E in N.
If " is a subshift of finite type, then n :EP" is Ho¨lder trivial and ' is a skew extension
of /. Hence our previous results apply and there is nothing new to say.
For the remainder of this section, we describe how our previous results extend to the
context of principal bundle extensions. As most (though not all) of this extension is routine
we shall omit many details.
We start with the easiest case when ! is semisimple.
LEMMA 5.2.1. Suppose that ! is semisimple and connected. „hen there is an open and dense
subset U of C=
(
(E) consisting of stably ergodic maps.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaption of that of Theorem 4.3.1 (work within
a trivializing neighborhood of a fixed or periodic point of /). We omit details. h
Now suppose that !"Km, where m*1. We shall show that under the same hypotheses
that we used in our analysis of trivial toral extensions, it remains true that stable ergodicity
(and mixing) are generic.
We need some preliminary results and notation. Let C= (E, !)! denote the space of
smooth !-valued !-invariant maps on E. Given f3C= (E, !)! and '3C=
(
(E), let '
f
:EPE
denote the !-equivariant diffeomorphism of E defined by '
f
(x)"f (x)'(x), x3E.
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PROPOSITION 5.2.2. ‚et f3C=(E, !)!. If '
f
is not ergodic, then there exist a non-trivial
character s : !PK and a (Ho¨lder) continuous !-equivariant map F :EPK such that
F ('(x))"s ( f (x) )F (x), (x3E). (5.9)
Proof. (Sketch). It follows from [21] that if '
f
is not ergodic then there exists a non-
trivial character s : !PK and measurable function F satisfying (5.9), a.e. Since / :"P" is
hyperbolic, we can find a subshift X of finite type and corresponding symbolic dynamics
p : XP". We pull back X by n to obtain a Ho¨lder continuous !-principal bundle n* (X)
over E. Since X is a subshift of finite type, n* (X):!]X. Since F is measurable,
F*"F °n* (p) is measurable. It follows from Fubini’s theorem that there exists c3! such
that F*c"F*(), c) : "PK is measurable. Now we may use [32, Proposition 8] to deduce
that we can require F*c to be Ho¨lder. It follows by !-equivariance that we can assume F* is
Ho¨lder. Finally, we use the push-down argument of Theorem 2.4.2 to deduce that we can
take F Ho¨lder in (5.9). h
LEMMA 5.2.3. ‚et C be an Abelian group and N be a divisible subgroup of C. Suppose that
C @, P @ are subgroups of C such that N @"C @WN is divisible, P @WN @"MIN and P @)N @"C @.
„hen there exists a subgroup PMP @ of C such that C"P )N and PWN"MIN.
Proof. Consider the setP of all subgroups P @@ of C such that P @@MP @ and P @@WN"MIN.
Partially order P by inclusion. Each chain in P has a maximal element. Hence there exists
P3P which cannot be extended within P. If P )NOC, then there exists c3C CP )N. If all
powers of c are disjoint from P )N, then SP, cT3P and extends P, contradicting the
maximality of P. Hence there exists a least j*2 such that cj3P )N. That is, we may write
cj"pn, for some p3P, n3N. But N is divisible, so n"mj, m3N. That is, (c/m)j"p. Since
NWMI, c/m,2 , (c/m) j~1N"MIN, it follows that SP, c/mT3P and so again we have a con-
tradiction. Hence P )N"C. h
PROPOSITION 5.2.4. Suppose that " is connected and fix a base point j
0
3E. „here exists
a pair of subgroups %!L% of C=(E, K) satisfying
(a) f (j
0
)"1, all f3%.
(b) %!LC= (E, K)!.
(c) %!:H1 (", Z), %:H1(E, Z).
Proof. Let C= (E, K )
0
denote the space of maps f such that f (j
0
)"1. Let N (E, K)
0
L
C=(E, K)
0
denote the subgroup consisting of null homotopic maps. Let C= (E, K)!
0
,
N(E, K)!
0
denote the corresponding spaces of !-invariant maps. Since N (E, K)!
0
is divisible,
we can choose a subgroup %!LC= (E, K)!
0
such that C= (E, K)!
0
/N(E, K)!
0
:%!. Obvious-
ly, C=(E, K)!
0
/N (E, K)!
0
:H1(", Z). Using Lemma 5.2.3, we extend %! to a subgroup % of
C=(E, K)
0
such that %:H1 (E, Z). h
Let a3 (0, 1). As in Section 2, it follows from Proposition 5.2.4 that for each
F3Ca(E, K), there exists g(F)3% and l
F
3Ca(E, R) such that F"g (F)exp(2pıl
F
). The map
g is a homomorphism and g(F) is uniquely determined by F.
Just as for skew products, the map '* :H1(E, Z)PH1(E, Z) induces a homomorphism
'*% :%P% and we have a unique homomorphism %PCa (E, R), F>rF, and c"
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c
F
3[0, 1) such that
'*(F)"'*% (R) exp(2pı(rF#c) ), (F3%). (5.10)
THEOREM 5.2.5. Assume that rank(ker(/*!I ) )(R and " is connected. „here is an
open (C0-topology) and dense (C=-topology) subset U of C=
(
(E) consisting of stably ergodic
maps.
Proof. Let ' :EPE be a !-equivariant diffeomorphism covering /. It suffices to prove
that there is an open (C0-topology) and dense (C=-topology) subset V of C=(E, !)! such
that for all f3V, '
f
is stably ergodic.
Let f3C=(E, !)! and suppose that '
f
is not ergodic. It follows from Proposition 5.2.2
that there is a a non-trivial character s and (Ho¨lder) continuous !-equivariant map
F :EPK satisfying
F(' (x))"s ( f (x) ) F (x), (x3E).
Write F (x)"g (F)exp(2pıl
F
), where g(F)3% and l
F
:EPR is Ho¨lder continuous. Since
", and therefore E, is connected, l
F
is uniquely determined, mod Z. Set s ( f )"fM3C0 (E, K)!.
Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.3, we find that
'*% (g (F))"g ( fM )g (F) (5.11)
l
F °
'!l
F
#rg(F)#c"lfM . (5.12)
Since fM is !-invariant, g ( fM )3%! and so lfM is !-invariant. Average (5.12) over ! to obtain
the equation
l@
F°
'!l@
F
#r@g(F)#c"lfM
where l@
F
, r@g(F) are now !-invariant and Ho¨lder continuous. Regarding l@F , r@g(F), lfM as func-
tions on ", we obtain an equation between Ho¨lder continuous functions on ":
l@
F °
/!l@
F
#r@g(F)#c"lfM , (5.13)
Up to integer constant functions, l@ : Ca (E, K)PCa (", R) is a homomorphism.
Using our assumption rank(ker(/*!I) )(R, together with standard results on the
cohomology of fiber bundles, we see that
rank(ker('*!I) )(R.
Suppose f"( f
1
,2, fm) : EP!"Km . We may write fj"uj exp(2pılj), where uj3%,
l
j
3C= (E, R) . Let G
f
denote the subgroup of %! generated by u1,2 , um and » denote the
vector subspace of C= (", R) spanned by the locally constant functions and
Mr@
H
D H3%, ('*%!I )H3GfN. Since rank(ker('*!I ))(R, » is finite dimensional.
Let Ba denote the Ho¨lder coboundaries on ". Just as in Section 3, it follows from (5.11)
that there can be no nontrivial solutions to F °'"fM F if GfW('*%!I)%"M1N. If this
condition fails, then it follows from (5.13) that can be no nontrivial solutions if
(»#Ba)WR(l@
1
,2, l@m)"M0N. Since both conditions are open dense conditions on f, it
follows that the set of f for which '
f
is ergodic is open and dense in C=(E, !)!. h
5.3. Principal bundle extensions by compact connected Lie groups
Suppose that ! is a compact connected Lie group. We continue to assume that n :EP"
is a !-principal bundle and ': EPE is a !-equivariant diffeomorphism covering the
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hyperbolic map / : "P". As in Section 5, there is a finite covering homomorphism
p : !I P!, where !I is the direct product of a torus Km with a compact semisimple Lie group
„. If we define A"p(Km]MI
T
N), S"p(MIKmN]„ ) then A, S are normal subgroups of ! and
A:Km and S is semisimple. Let p
S
: !P!/A, p
A
: !P!/S denote the quotient homomor-
phisms. If we set !/S"AI , !/A"SI , then AI :Km and SI is semisimple. Since SI , AI are
quotients by subgroups of !, both groups have the natural structure of !-spaces.
LEMMA 5.3.1. ‚et Z3MA, SN. „here is a ZI -principal bundle pJ
Z
: EI
Z
P" and !-equivariant
quotient map o
Z
: EPEI
Z
such that ' induces a ZI -equivariant diffeomorphism '
Z
of
EI
Z
covering / and satisfying o
Z °
'"'
Z °
o
Z
.
Proof. Let T be a set of transition functions for the bundle E. Suppose Z"S. If
t :”P! is an element ofT, we define t
S
"p
A °
t :”PS. Obviously, Mt
S
D t3TN define
the transition functions for a SI -principal bundle pJ
S
: EI
Z
P". The verification of the remain-
ing statements is routine. h
THEOREM 5.3.2. ‚et ! be a compact connected ‚ie group. Assume that one of the
conditions (H,Z,S) holds and that a3(0, 1). „here is an open (Ca-topology) and dense
(C=-topology) subset U of C=
(
(E) consisting of stably ergodic maps.
Proof. Using Lemma 5.3.1, we may follow the same strategy that was used to prove
Theorem 5.1.1. We omit details. h
In the context of group extensions over Anosov systems, Brin [6] noted that if n: EP"
has no proper principal subbundles, then all maps in C=
(
(E) must be ergodic. Brin uses this
observation to show that the frame flow over a negatively curved 3-manifold is ergodic [6,
Proposition 4]. We conclude this section with an example of a non-trivial circle bundle over
an Anosov automorphism of a 2-torus such that all extensions are ergodic (and therefore
mixing).
Example 5.3.3. We represent the Heisenberg group N as the set of all real triples (a, b, c)
with composition defined by (a, b, c) (p, q, r)"(a#p, b#q, c#r#aq). Note that
Z(N)"M(0, 0, c) D c3RN. Let DLN denote the discrete subgroup M(2m, 2n, p) D m, n, p3ZN
and let E denote the compact 3-manifold N/D. The quotient Z(N).D/D:K and acts freely
by left multiplication on E giving E the structure of a K-principal bundle over the 2-torus
E/K. The automorphism ' : NPN defined by
'(a, b, c)"(2a#b, a#b, a2#1
2
b2#ba#c)
preserves the subgroup D and so induces a K-equivariant diffeomorphism ' of E which in
turn covers the Anosov automorphism of E/K defined by / (a, b)"(2a#b, a#b). It is easy
to verify that there are no proper principal subbundles of E and so ', and all other
extensions of / to E, are ergodic.
6. EXTENSIONS, EXAMPLES AND GENERALIZATIONS
In this section, we describe various extensions and possible generalizations of our
theorems. In general terms, our aim is to describe a natural class of ‘‘hyperbolic’’ sets for
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discrete !-equivariant dynamical systems for which it is reasonable to expect that stable
ergodicity is generic.
6.1. Discrete equivariant dynamical systems
Definition 6.1.1 ([Field [15]). Let ! be a compact Lie group and M be a smooth
Riemannian !-manifold. Let / be a smooth !-equivariant diffeomorphism of M and
suppose that " be a compact /- and !-invariant subset of M. We say that " is transversally
hyperbolic for / if the following conditions hold.
(a) All !-orbits in " have the same dimension.
(b) There exists a continuous „f-invariant splitting
„"M"Es =Eu= T"M
and constants C’0, j’1, such that for all n3N,
E„
x
/n (v)E)Cj~nEvE, (v3Es
x
, x3")
ET
x
/n(v)E)CjnEvE, (v3Eu
x
, x3").
Remark 6.1.2. In Definition 6.1.1, we do not assume that the action of ! is free or even
monotypic. That is, we allow the conjugacy class of the isotropy groups !
x
to vary on ".
Condition (a) implies that the dimension of !
x
will be constant on ".
Just as in our definition of hyperbolic set, we can require a local product structure on
a transversally hyperbolic set (see [15] for the straightforward details). We say that
a transversally hyperbolic set " is !-hyperbolic if " has a local product structure and the
induced map /I on the orbit space "/! is transitive. If " is !-hyperbolic, it may be shown
[15] that /I :"/!P"/! admits a Markov partition and, in particular, that the periodic
points of /I are dense in "/!.
Examples 6.1.3. (1) The simplest examples of !-hyperbolic sets are constructed using
skew products. Thus, if "LN is a hyperbolic set of the diffeomorphism / : MPM
and f3C= (M, "), then !]"L!]N is !-hyperbolic for the skew extension
/
f
: !]NP!]N.
(2) Suppose that n : MPN is a !-principal bundle. Let ' : MPM be a !-equivariant
diffeomorphism covering the diffeomorphism / : NPN. If "LN is hyperbolic, then
n~1(")LM is !-hyperbolic.
(3) In both of the previous examples, ! acts freely. Suppose now that H is a finite
subgroup of ! and that N is an H-manifold. Let / : NPN be an H-equivariant diffeomor-
phism with H-invariant hyperbolic set ". Let f : NP! be H-equivariant, where we take the
adjoint action of H on !. That is, we require
f (hx)"h f (x)h~1, (x3N, h3H).
We define the twisted product M"!]
H
N to be the orbit space (!]N)/H, where H acts
freely on !]N by
h (c, x)"(ch~1, hx), ( (c, x)3!]N, h3H ).
It follows from the H-equivariance of / and f that the skew-extension /
f
induces a !-
equivariant diffeomorphism /I
f
:!]
H
NP!]
H
N. Clearly, !]
H
" is a !-hyperbolic subset
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of !]
H
N. If /
f
is stably ergodic so is /I
f
. It follows that there is an open and dense subset of
H-equivariant cocycles f for which /I
f
is stably ergodic. For examples of H-manifolds
admitting hyperbolic subshifts of finite type see [12] (references [13, 14] are also relevant).
If " is a !-hyperbolic set, then " is locally !-equivariantly homeomorphic to a twisted
product—this follows immediately from the differentiable slice theorem [4, Chapter 6].
Let C=! (", !) denote the space of smooth !-equivariant !-valued maps on " which are
isotopic to the constant map e (x)"I!. Suppose that / :"P" is !-equivariant. If
f3C=! (", !), we define f °/ :"P" by f °/ (x)"f (x)/(x), x3". The map f °/ is !-
equivariant and /, f °/ induce the same map on the orbit space "/!. Moreover, if /@ :"P"
is sufficiently C0-close to / and induces the same map on the orbit space as /, then there
exists f3C=! (", !) such that /@"f °/ [12].
We conjecture that if ! is connected and / :"P" is !-hyperbolic, then we can find
f3C=! (", !) such that
(1) f is C=-close to the constant map e.
(2) f °/ is stably ergodic.
We also conjecture, subject to certain topological restrictions, that genericity of stable
ergodicity holds when ! is not connected. We conclude this section with a discussion of
some special cases of these conjectures (see also [15]).
6.2. ! not connected
Let !
0
denote the identity component of !. Then !
0
¢ ! and !/!
0
is a finite group. Set
P"!/!
0
and let n : !PP denote the quotient map. For p3P, we set n~1(p)"!
p
. Let
!
*p +
denote the subgroup of ! generated by !
p
. Necessarily, !
*p +
/!
0
:Z
n
, where n"ord(p).
Remark 6.2.1. If !
p
O!
0
, there is a dense set of triples in !3
p
which generate !
*p +
. If !
0
is
semisimple, generating triples are Zariski open. This follows straightforwardly from the
open density of generator pairs for !
0
[16].
Suppose that / :"P" is hyperbolic. We assume that "LM, M is connected and that
either !
0
is semisimple or dim(")"0 or rank(ker(/*!I ) )(R and " is connected.
Let E= (", !) denote the subspace of C= (", !) consisting of cocycles which extend
smoothly to M. Let ME=
p
(", !) D p3PN be the partition of E= (", !) defined by f3E=
p
(", !)
if and only if f (")L!
p
.
PROPOSITION 6.2.2. Fix p3P. „here is an open and dense subsetU
p
of E=
p
(", !) consisting
of cocycles f such that the ergodic components of /
f
have isotropy conjugate to !
*p +
.
If f3E=
p
(", !) CU
p
, the ergodic components of /
f
have isotropy conjugate to a subgroup
of !
*p +
.
Proof (Sketch). Let n"ord(p). Let U
p
be the open subset of E=
p
(", !) consisting of
cocycles f such that /n
f
:!
0
]"P!
0
]" is stably ergodic. For large enough N, we may
suppose that /nN has a pair of fixed points which are both of prime period nN for / (see also
[11], where somewhat similar arguments are given in terms of ‘‘asymmetric’’ period points).
Using arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.1.6 and Theorem 4.3.1, we
prove density of U
p
when !
0
is either a torus or semisimple. We then extend to general
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!
0
using Theorem 5.1.1. If f3E=
p
(", !), then /
f
cyclically permutes the ‘‘components’’
!
q
]", q3!
*p +
/!
0
. If /n
f
D!
0
]" is ergodic, it is obvious that /
f
D!
*p +
]" is ergodic and so
the ergodic component !
*p +
]" has isotropy !
*p +
. h
Remarks 6.2.3. (1) If pOI! and f3Up , then /f D!*p +]" is mixing up to a cycle. (2) There
are obvious variants of Proposition 6.2.2. For example, suppose that "LM and that we
have a finite open cover of " by mutually disjoint connected open sets ”
1
,2 , ”k. Set
"
i
"”
i
W", 1)i)k. Let f3C= (", !) and suppose that f ("
i
)L!p
i
, 1)i)k. Let
!
*p1 ,2,pk+
denote the subgroup of ! generated by !p
1
,2, !p
k
. For an open and dense subset
of f of this type, the ergodic components of /
f
will have isotropy conjugate to !
*p1,2,pk +
.
6.3. Twisted product extensions
Assume that "LM and ' :"P" is !-hyperbolic. Suppose that ":!]
H
X, where
XLN, N is a connected H-manifold and H is finite. It is no loss of generality to assume that
N contains points of trivial H-isotropy. If '"/I
f
, where / :XPX and f3C=
H
(X, !), then it
is easy to see that our stable ergodicity results for !]X drop down to !]
H
X. In general, it
is not possible to represent ' :"P" as an extension of a hyperbolic map / : XPX.
However, since the map induced by ' on "/! has dense periodic points, one can use the
method of proof of Theorem 4.3.1 to prove the genericity of stable ergodicity in case ! is
semisimple. More generally, we may allow for ! being disconnected.
PROPOSITION 6.3.1. Suppose that !
0
is semisimple and that E is connected. „hen there is an
open and dense subset U of C=
(
(E) consisting of stably ergodic maps.
Proof. Let '3C=
(
(E). Using the method of proof of Proposition 6.2.2, we perturb ' to
'@3C=
(
(E) so that the ergodic components of '@ have isotropy group conjugate to
a supergroup of !
0
. Using the connectedness of E, it follows that '@ can have just one
ergodic component with isotropy group !. Hence '@ is ergodic. Genericity of stability of
ergodicity follows just as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Specifically, we show there is an
open and dense subset of C=
(
(E) for which the ergodic components have isotropy group
conjugate to a supergroup of !
0
. h
6.4. A non-uniformly hyperbolic base
We conclude by describing a simple example based on a non-uniformly hyperbolic
attractor constructed by Coelho et al. [10]. Let X denote the interval [0, 1] with 0, 1/2, 1
identified, say to m3X. Let a and b respectively denote the oriented circles defined as the
images of [0, 1/2] and [1/2, 1] in X. We may regard X as the ‘‘figure of eight’’ consisting of
the circles a, b with infinite order contact at m. Regard the circle group K as [0, 1], with 0, 1
identified. Define the smooth map / : XPX by /(x)"3x, mod 1. Let f :XPK be the
smooth cocycle defined by f (x)"2x and g : XPK be the measurable cocycle defined by
g(x)"x, xOm. Since
g (/ (x))!g (x)"3x!x"2x"f (x), xOm
f is a coboundary (in the class of measurable cycles). On the other hand, there is obviously
no continuous solution to the cohomology equation and so f is not a continuous (let alone
smooth) coboundary.
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Let /
f
: K]XPK]X denote the K-extension of /. Given h3K, define
Eh"M (x#h, x) D x3XN. Clearly, E"MEh D h3KN is a family of closed /f-invariant sub-
sets of K]X permuted by the action of K. Although Zh|KEh"K]X, E does not define
a partition of K]X since EhWEh`n"M(h, m), (h#n, m)N. For all h3K, Eh:K and /f DEh is
smoothly conjugate to the expanding map z>z3.
Let ' :"P" denote the non-uniformly hyperbolic attractor obtained as the inverse
limit of / :XPX. The cocycle f lifts to " and we let '
f
: K]"PK]" denote the
corresponding skew extension. Since f is a measurable, but not continuous, coboundary it
follows that '
f
is measure theoretically trivial but not continuously trivial. We may give an
explicit description of the ergodic components of '
f
. For h3K, let EI hLK]" denote
the classical solenoid defined as the inverse limit of /
f
:EhPEh . Up to sets of measure zero,
the set of ergodic components of '
f
is given by E3 "MEI h D h3KN. Note that although the
components are closed and permuted by the action of K, E3 does not define a partition of
K]". In particular, EI hWEI h`nO0. However, we do still have Xh|KEI h"K]". For this
example, it is easy to see that there can be no partition of K]" into closed ergodic
components. In spite of the fact that the ergodic components of K-extensions over " gener-
ally do not give a partition into closed sets, it is still the case that extensions are generically
stably ergodic. This follows since ' : "P" is covered by the triadic solenoid determined by
z>z3.
Finally, the map i (x)"x#1/2 determines a smooth action of Z
2
on X. If we embed
X in R2, then the action is generated by reflection in the line tangent to X at m. In particular,
the action interchanges a and b, preserving orientations. The action of Z
2
extends to " and
the fixed point set of the action is given by "Z2"(m). Since f is Z
2
-invariant, /
f
is
K]Z
2
-equivariant and so induces a K-equivariant diffeomorphism /I
f
of the twisted
product K]Z
2
". Just as above, the ergodic components of /I
f
do not define a partition of
K]Z
2
" into closed sets. Nevertheless, it is again true that generic extensions are stably
ergodic.
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